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15.0

Introduction

The jetty will be renovated to enable it to accept ships that will deliver feedstock and remove residue 
from the process from the site.

The jetty was originally constructed in 1872 and has been refurbished extended and replaced several 
times during its history.

The size of ship to be utilized will vary from barges of 300 to 600 tonnes capacity to ships of around 
5,000t.

Equipment will be installed on the jetty to extract the biomass from the vessels and transfer it to 
enclosed conveyor systems for transfer to storage. All of the proposed materials handling systems 
will be enclosed to ensure that there is no risk of spillage into the Haven. 

It is proposed to refurbish the jetty to enable safe berthing of vessels and to support the equipment 
that will unload the vessels.

Comprehensive surveys of the jetty have been completed and have confirmed that the main struc-
tural piles of the jetty have not significantly deteriorated since they were placed. However the bracing 
and deck of the jetty will require replacement.

This section provides a description of the existing jetty, a summary of jetty surveys undertaken  
together, with a description of the proposed refurbishment protocol.

The works will require a Marine Works License, which is subject to an application process via NRW.

15.1
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15.2 Jetty Description

The jetty structure was constructed originally in 1872 using cast iron piles, beams and bracing  
members. Timber decking was provided over the top of the structure.
 
An aerial photograph from 1921 is provided as Plate 15.1 below.

Plate 15.1: Aerial photograph

Construction drawings indicate a number of modifications between 1934 to 1939 primarily to the 
longitudinal beams. Extension of the jetty head was also undertaken around this time.

It is likely that the structure was re-decked during the 1980’s, when it was utilised by the Royal Navy 
during the Falklands war.

The jetty comprises an open structure of columns and beams that allows tidal flow through it. The 
decking is formed from thick timbers that are laid on top of the structural members.

Damage has occurred to the ends and edges of the structure due to ship impact.

Handrails are corroded and the jetty has been fenced off by the developer to preclude pedestrian 
access. 
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15.3.1

15.3 Jetty Survey

The jetty survey was completed in three phases. 

Phase 1 comprised a detailed analysis of available drawings and specifications for the jetty. A copy of 
the drawings analysed is contained at Volume 3 Appendix 3.11. 

Phase 2 comprised a geometrical survey to enable a 3D model of the jetty to be established and to 
compare the designs with the current geometry of the structure. The survey was undertaken using a 
combination of techniques from shore and from the jetty platform.

Phase 3 of the survey was undertaken in consultation with Milford Haven Port Authority, and com-
prised a structural survey of the jetty and an ecological jetty survey of the jetty and sea bed adjacent to 
it. The survey was completed in April 2016. The results of the structural survey are summarised below 
and the report that was produced for the survey is included in Volume 3 Appendix 3.11. The ecological 
report is contained in Volume 3 Appendix 3.9.

Jetty Survey Findings

The historical data provided an excellent platform from which to develop the site surveys. 

The drawings were found to provide an accurate representation of the geometry of the jetty and of 
the size of structural members.

Phase 3 of the survey was carried out over a period of 5 days using 5 Man Dive Team in accordance 
with the diving at work regulations 1997 and revised ACOP - L104 (Second edition) published 2014.

Inspection of the structural integrity of the piles and of the connecting bracing was undertaken by the 
boat crew and dive team.

Close visual inspection of the structure from a boat enabled development of a comprehensive work 
plan. 

The plan enabled above and below water inspection and sampling of 20% of the piles that support 
the structure. Figure 15.2 shows the locations of the piles that were selected for inspection.
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Figure 15.2 Location of Piles Inspected

In order gather data on the integrity of the piles, core samples were taken using a magdrill at the high 
and low water levels, which are considered to be the locations that are most sensitive to corrosion.

The cores were measured for thickness and compared to the original design specifications for  
each pile.

The findings of the structural survey, together with photographs of the core samples from the piles 
above and below water and of the piles and seabed at the column locations are contained in Volume 
3 Appendix 3.11. 
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15.3.2

The key finding of the survey is that the piles are in good condition and that very little section loss 
has taken place. However, the bracing and deck of the structure has deteriorated and requires  
replacement.

This finding compares well with a survey commissioned by the Welsh Government in 2013.

Structural Assessment and Modeling

The information gathered during all three phases of the survey was utilized to enable structural analy-
sis of the jetty and to assess the refurbishment requirements along with an assessment of ship size 
that could be accommodated on the structure.

In order to undertake a structural assessment, a 3D model was developed within LUSAS, a specialist 
software package that is used to assess structures of this type.

The model has been compiled in two stages. Stage 1 assesses the existing geometry with current 
structural member sizes whilst Stage 2 retains the existing piles but contains new bracing and deck 
elements.

The existing bracing and pile geometry is shown on Figure 15.3 below.

Figure 15.3 Existing Jetty Geometry
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15.4

The 3D model enabled structural load cases to be applied to the jetty and to determine the optimum 
geometry and size of bracing required. 

A screen shot from the developed model is provided as figure 15.4.

The model output confirmed that the piles can support berthing loads from ships of 5000t gross 
weight, subject to provision of new bracing.

Analysis confirms that the piles are much stronger for their vertical load carrying capacity than for  
resistance to uplift. Consequently, the design approach has been refined to minimize uplift and  
convert lateral berthing loads to vertical load. This required a change to the bracing geometry. 

Refurbishment Design

The optimum geometry design for the bracing enables reduction of uplift on the berthing piles and is 
shown on Figure 15.5 below.

Figure 15.4 3D Model
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15.6

15.5 Proposed Jetty Refurbishment Design

The bracing members will be of marine grade steel and will be fixed to the exiting piles by placing 
sectional collars that will be clamped to the piles. 

The new deck will be of precast concrete planks that will be fabricated off site and delivered by barge 
from Pembroke Dock. 

A new precast concrete edge beam will be provided to the leading edge of the jetty head (southern 
side) to add vertical load to this side of the jetty.

The refurbishment structural design will enable the jetty to accept the vertical loads from materials 
handling equipment, vehicles and berthing loads from a 5000t ship.

Proposed Refurbishment Outline Method

The refurbishment of the Jetty will require a Marine Works License that will issued by NRW. The 
application for this will need to be accompanied by Habitat Risk Assessment. 

A refurbishment method statement will be produced by the contractor that is appointed to undertake 
the works and this will be provided to support the Marine Works License Application. We anticipate 
that a standard Marine Works Licence for refurbishment will be issued in the general form outlined in 
Volume 3 Appendix 3.11 or other similar form to be agreed with NRW.

Figure 15.5 Proposed Jetty Refurbishment Design
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The ecological survey confirmed that the jetty structure does not support any listed aquatic species 
and that removal of the submerged bracing would not be detrimental in terms of the ecological status 
of the structure. A discussion of this is contained in Chapter 10 and the supporting ecological survey 
data is contained in Volume 3 Appendix 3.9.

The jetty refurbishment works will be undertaken in seven phases, namely;

1.  Navigation light protection
2.  Isolation of impressed current cathodic protection
3.  Removal of the existing deck, handrail and bracing 
4.  Replacement of bracing 
5.  Replacement of cathodic protection
6.  Construction of new deck and rails.
7.  Installation of materials handling / unloading equipment

1. Navigation Light Protection
The jetty supports navigation lights that are used by Milford Haven Port Authority to guide ships 
through the Haven. Navigation aids also exist on the land at Blackbridge. 

It will be necessary to protect the lights and navigation aids during the works and to liaise with the 
Port Authority with respect to any refurbishment or relocation that may be beneficial to these naviga-
tion aids prior to commencement of the works.
 
2. Isolation of impressed current cathodic protection
The jetty is provided with impressed current cathodic protection. The locations of the anodes and 
cables are shown on Volume 3 Appendix 3.11 Sheet 1.

The current will be isolated and the protection system will be decommissioned. 

3. Removal of existing deck, handrail and bracing
The removal of the deck, handrail and bracing will be undertaken from floating support vessels and 
jack up barges, if required, fitted with suitable handling equipment. 

Structural elements that are removed from the jetty will be loaded onto barges that will be posi-
tioned adjacent to the works. The barges will transfer the materials to Pembroke Dock for recycling or  
disposal.

The techniques to be adopted to remove the structural elements will be developed by the appointed 
contractor and will be agreed via formal method statement provision with both NRW and Milford 
Haven Port Authority. 

The working area will be provided with floating boom fencing and skimmer weirs to ensure that any 
small particles that are dislodged during the process are captured for removal and disposal via the 
support vessels.

The jetty does not contain liquids and consequently the risks associated with spills during refurbish-
ment are considered to be very low.

Removal of submerged bracing will be facilitated by cold cutting where possible, with the steelwork 
being sent for recycling via Pembroke dock.
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4. Replace Bracing
The Bracing will be attached to the existing piles using clamp collars that will be bolted to the piles.

The materials to be used will be protected suitable marine grade steel. 

Good connection to the pile will be ensured via specific clamp and bolt design. 

5. Replacement of Impressed Current Cathodic Protection 
A new impressed current cathodic protection system will be installed by a specialist contractor. This 
will provide continued protection to the piles and to the new bracing system. 

6. Construction of New Deck and Rails 
The new deck will be constructed from precast concrete planks that will be fabricated off site prior to 
delivery via barges from Pembroke dock.

The planks will sit upon a steel frame the will be fixed to the top of the piles. The steel frame will have 
corrosion protection coatings applied prior to delivery an provision will be made to connect them to 
the impressed current cathodic protection system.

A new handrail and barrier will be bolted to the edges of the deck to provide pedestrian edge protection.

7.  Installation of materials handling / unloading equipment
The feedstock unloading equipment will be pneumatic and will extract the feedstock into an enclosed 
system of pipes. The equipment will be delivered by road to the Blackbridge site and will be installed 
on new rails that will be fixed to the head of the jetty. Two feedstock unloaders will be installed.

A typical cross section of an unloader is shown in Figure 15.6 below.

Figure 15.6 Typical feedstock unloader cross section
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The feedstock will be discharged into an enclosed conveyor that will deliver the feedstock to the 
storage building. The route of the conveyor is shown on Figure 15.7 below and a typical cross section 
is shown on Figure 15.8.

Figure 15.7
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15.7

A pneumatic delivery pipe will be incorporated into the proposed walkway that will enable delivery 
of residue from the process to ships for removal from the site and subsequent use in construction.

Figure 15.8

Jetty Assessment of Environmental Impact

1. Baseline 
The jetty is currently derelict and not used.

Despite this there is no evidence that it is used by nesting birds or that it provides habitat for seals.

The structure does not support kelp and the ecological survey of the submerged structure confirmed 
that the framework does not support any listed species. 

The only current use of the jetty is to support navigation lights that are viewed by mariners traveling 
through the Haven. These lights are maintained by Milford Haven port Authority.

The jetty could be considered to be of industrial archaeological interest and consequently its condition 
and will be recorded prior to refurbishment. This will include a photographic survey of the baseline 
condition.
 
2. Refurbishment impact
The ecological and noise impact of refurbishment of the jetty back is discussed in Chapters 10 and 11 
of the Environmental Impact Assessment respectively.

The refurbishment will create temporary marine construction activity around the structure.

The support vessels will travel daily from Pembroke dock to the site and will be at the site during 
normal working hours.
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The equipment will include workboats with cranes, barges, jack up barges and environmental pro-
tection equipment.

The method statement that will accompany the Marine Works License will detail the construction 
techniques and environmental controls that will be adopted for the works. These will need to be 
agreed with NRW and Milford Haven Port Authority prior to issue of the licence. 

The refurbishment is likely to take around four months, with the installation of materials handling 
equipment taking a further month. 

The impact of activity during this period will be due to increased boat movements in the Haven on a 
daily basis. The movements are likely to negligible in terms of their impact upon the shipping capacity 
of the Haven. 

The jetty does not contain liquids and consequently the risk of spillage is very low. Normal marine 
construction environmental protection techniques are considered to be sufficient to ensure that the 
refurbishment works do not cause adverse impact to the haven.

3. Operational Impact 
Operation of the jetty will create increased shipping in the area, noise and increased light. 

Milford Haven Port Authority will undertake a shipping risk assessment to ensure that all of the rele-
vant shipping factors are considered prior to commencement of the operation. 

Noise from the operational jetty is discussed in Chapter 11 of the Environmental Impact Assessment. 

The pneumatic offloading equipment is designed to extract the feedstock by drawing all of the materi-
al into a pipe using induced vacuum. This technique prevents aerial emission completely and prevents 
risk of spillage.

Two unloaders will be provided that will be able to travel along the jetty head on rails.

The unloaders will operate via electrical motors and consequently there will be no risk of spillage 
from fuels.

The conveyor that will deliver the biomass to the feedstock store is completely enclosed within a 
tube, which will itself be constructed within an enclosed walkway. This double enclosure will prevent 
noise emission from the conveyor, provide a sheltered walkway from ship to shore and ensure that 
there is no light emission. The enclosed walkway will also ensure that there would be no route for 
feedstock emission in the event of conveyor maintenance.
 
Ships will be limited to 4500t and based upon bathymetric data it is not anticipated that dredging will 
be required.

Ships / barges will arrive approximately every two days and unloading will take five hours. All of the 
unloading activity will be undertaken during normal day working hours.

The development has been provided with a Cold Ironing building that is situated adjacent to the jetty 
connection to land. This is designed to enable the ship to switch of its engines when docked at the 
jetty with power being supplied via the jetty connection. 
 
The operational impact will comprise increased ship movements and noise from the materials han-
dling.
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Milford Haven Port Authority have confirmed that they do not have any undue concerns with respect 
to shipping risk, subject to completion of detailed shipping risk assessments that will be undertaken 
following completion of detailed design. 

Noise impacts are discussed in Chapter 11 of the Environmental Impact Assessment and conclude 
that there will be no significant adverse effect from the operation of the jetty. 

4. Decommissioning Impact
Decommissioning of the jetty would require the same precautions as those that will be required 
during the refurbishment programme.

The jetty would be decommissioned using normal marine construction techniques under an environ-
mental management plan that would be agreed with NRW and Milford Haven Port Authority.


